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Lasker Morris is a special version of Morris that the parts can move at a certain stage: 1.1.0. Your level of expertise: Play: Small | To get started, click the Small, Medium, Or Large link, button, or HTML5 link below the image on the left. This opens the game in a pop-up window. Note: The HTML5 version
is an HTML5 game by the same developer. No need to use Adobe Flash Player Online Chinese Checker Instructions Note: It is possible to jump two or more spaces, which surprised me at first because I was not familiar with that rule. Scroll down to the Chinese Inspector Rules section for more
descriptions. Up to six players can compete at the same time in traditional Chinese shaker board games. This online version is only available to you and your computer. If you like this game, you may enjoy my free Internet checker, Marble Solitaire and online game page of Checkers, how to play. The aim
of this Chinese Checker game is to move all your blue marbles from your blue base to the opposite green base. Boards in the traditional game are six hexagonal sides, often stamped in metal. This game is played with real solid color marble. This online two-dimensional Chinese Checkers online game
mimics that in marble moves, click marble, then click the point you want to jump to. Arrows show your jump direction. After turning on the computer, click the CLEAR MARKS button in the lower right corner to clear the computer's arrows before making the next move. Marble can make consecutive jumps
to speed up movement, so you need to strategically place your marbles so that your other marbles can make long consecutive jumps. At the same time, you should try your best to block the jump of the computer. Chinese Marble Checker rules can be moved to adjacent areas. Marble can jump over
another marble. After jumping over marble, marble can jump over another marble again. Marble can not end the movement on a base other than its own or of the enemy, but it can jump into it and then jump out immediately. When jumping over marbles, you can jump two or more areas to get over the
marbles, as long as the amount of space on each side of the marble is jumping the same. If you've finished jumping, but the existing jumping point remains, specify to the computer that you completed your turn by clicking on your marbles once. For tips and advice on strategy, please refer to my Chinese
Checker strategy page. I hope you enjoy this free online game Chinese Checkers! I remember playing as a kid in the 1970s, here are some interesting facts about the game from Wikipedia: even if it's called This board game checker is not invented in China or anywhere in Asia. It was invented in
Germany in 1893, this game is sometimes called Chinese check, the Chinese press dog formerly called Stern-Halma Stern refers to the star in German, and Halama refers to the name of the American game derived from the name Chinese checker, which was commissioned by pressman company in
1928 as a marketing plan. In board games you can play according to the capture rules, which are similar to Marble Solitaire, under the rules, the marble capture begins in the hexagonal area in the middle, with one marble left in the middle. Players are transformed, jumping over game pieces using marble
as they jump off the board. Players with the most captured parts at the end will win. Published: 03/24/201 ProProfs.com 0 Used with permission. If you find the top page interesting, fun or useful, please click the Like and/or Share buttons below. Feel free to comment as well. Thank you very much! The aim
of the Chinese press dog is to move all your blue marbles (pins/pieces). From your blue default triangle base to the green triangle base across the star-shaped playing board. The rules of movement, you can move the marble to the area next to it. After jumping over marble, you can use the same marble to
jump again in the same turn. You can't end the move in a triangle base that doesn't belong to your opponent or the opponent's green triangle base, but you can jump in and out of those bases during the turn. Useful Chinese checkers strategy and tips find the longest jump path: get as many of your
marbles as you can and start moving them up the board. Then look for the longest ladder or chain and use it to move your trailing marbles across the board as soon as possible. Whenever possible, build your chain to straight through the center of the board. The longer your marble moves out to the side,
the longer it will take them to the final destination. No stragglers: Some players want to leave marbles behind so that their opponents can't fill all the triangles. The problem here is that you have to move the marble up the board eventually, and if there is no chain for it to use, it will take forever for the last
marble to make it to your destination triangle. It is best to get all of your marbles moving up the board together as soon as possible because stragglers won't do anything but slow down. Look at the whole board: Most marbles can move farther than you think. Be sure to look for the possibility of moving
every time it is marked in red before deciding where to go. You'll be amazed how fast your marbles are. Move up the board Defend at the end: At the end of the game it becomes much easier to see what each player needs to do in order to win the game. Remember that both you and your opponent can
jump over each other's pieces. So don't leave the pieces in place if they help your opponent more than they help you. What can you learn from playing Chinese checks? Chinese Checker teaches you how to think strategically in advance. Similar games like Checkers and Chess also do this. Chinese
Checker helps you learn perceptions and develop different patterns of perception. From your downloads, you may be interested in these articles and related software names. File Size: Chinese Checker 564.20 KB is a board game that can play two to six people. The idea of the game is to defeat your
opponent by clearing as many pieces as possible from the board. The main goal of the main game is to place the pieces in the opposite corner of their starting position by moving them through jumping over the other pieces. Embed this code: Chinese press dog » ProProfs Disclaimer: The game on this
site uses play money (fake) There are no payouts, no wins, as all games shown by 247 Games LLC can be played for free. Play Strictly for fun. Disclaimer Page 2: Games on this website use PLAY money (fake) There are no payouts, no wins, as all games shown by 247 Games LLC can be played for
free. Play Strictly for fun. Fun
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